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Abstract
IText-to-speech (TTS) is a one-to-many mapping problem with unspecified variabilities. E.g.,

speaker, speaking style, acoustic condition.

IWe propose a TTS model with supervised/unsupervised GMM priors on non-textual attributes
that improves: (1) interpretability, (2) disentangled control, and (3) random sampling of
latent factors.

IState-of-the-art mean opinion scores (MOS) on multiple datasets / first model capable of
synthesizing high quality clean speech for fully noisified speakers.

Motivation
Key attributes for Speech Synthesis:
ITextual
INon-textual
I Easy-to-label: speaker
IHard-to-label: speaking style, background noise

Goal: Learn to control non-textual variation
through latent variables.
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Desired Non-Textual Attribute Representation Characteristics:

IAutomatic discovery of representative
attribute modes (discrete).
I accent groups, acoustic condition groups

I Independent control of attributes through
different input dimensions (continuous).
I pitch, speaking rate, noise-level

ISystematic sampling mechanism for
random non-textual attributes.
IKnown prior distribution of attribute

representations.
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Figure: An example space for speaker attributes.

TTS as Conditional GenerativeModel
with Hierarchical Latent Variables
Generative Graph:

IMarginal prior of attribute represen-
tation p(zl) is a Gaussian mixture.
IEncourage each attribute class (yl) to

capture a representative mode.
ILearnable variance for each dimen-

sion of each class.
I fµ and fΣ are functions parameterized

by neural networks.

Joint Probability: p(X, yl, zl | Yt) = p(X, | zl, Yt) p(zl | yl) p(yl)

Demo Page:
https://google.github.io/tacotron/publications/gmvae_controllable_tts

Variational Inference and Evidence Lower Bound
Inference Graph:

IGaussian variational posterior for
zl enables reparameterization.
I p(yl | zl): latent class assign-

ment for a given zl, closed form:
N(zl;µyl,Σyl)/

∑K
y ′l=1 N(zl;µy ′l ,Σy ′l)

Evidence Lower Bound L(p, q; X, Yt) for p(X | Yt)

Eq(zl|X)[log p(X | Yt, zl)]−Eq(yl|X)[DKL(q(zl | X) || p(zl | yl))]−DKL(q(yl | X) || p(yl)) (1)

ISame as vanilla VAEs.
IWeigh KL-divergence penalty to each class p(zl | yl) by the posterior of the class (q(yl | X)).
IEncourage equiprobable class assignment when uninformative prior of yl is used.

Combining Supervised and Unsupervised Latent GMMs
If categorical labels for some non-
textual attributes are provided, for
example, speaker labels, we want
to (1) disentangle speaker from
the rest attributes, and (2) learn
separate inference models, one for
speaker and one for the other at-
tributes.

Evidence Lower Bound L(p, q; X, Yt, yo) for p(X | Yt, yo)

Eq(zl,q(zo|X)[log p(X | Yt, zl)]−“KL term for zl”−“KL term for yl”−DKL(q(zo | X) || p(zo | yo)) (2)

INo expectation over q(yo|X) because ground truth yo of X is known.

Network Architecture and Experimental Setup
Attribute Encoders:
I g∗ and h∗ in q(zl|X) and q(zo|X)
IConv + LSTM + Pooling over time

Synthesizer:
I f∗ in p(xn|x1:n−1, Yt, zl, zo)

ITacotron 2 with attention-weighted text
encodings concatenated with zl and zo.

Latent GMMs:
IOne mean table Wµ ∈ RK×D and one

variance table Wσ2 ∈ RK×D for p(zl | yl).
IAnother mean/variance table for p(zo | yo)

Hyperparameters:
IX ∈ R80×T: Mel-spectrogram
IYt: Phoneme sequence
I yl: 10-way categorical (K = 10)
I yo: speaker labels (K dataset-dependent)
I zl/zo: 16-D continuous variables

Initialization:
IFor p(zl | yl), constant initial value of e−1 for

Wσ2, with minimum allowed value of e−2.
IFor p(zo | yo), initial/minimum of e−2 / e−4.
IUsed for controlling “unused-class” and

“class-collapsing” behavior.

Training: Maximize ELBO with ADAM optimizer for at least 200k steps, batch size=256.

Personal Page:
http://people.csail.mit.edu/wnhsu

Experiments (Unsupervised Latent GMM)
Multi-Speaker English Dataset: (yl / zl for speaker attributes)
I 385 hours, 84 speakers, accents from 4 locales. Speaker label unseen during training.
ICategorical latent variables yl represents speakers with specific (accent, gender) subsets.
IContinuous latent variable zl controls magnitude of speed, pitch and accent.

Figure: Distribution of latent class assignment for each gender
(left) and each locale (right).

IThree classes model US female
speakers (3, 5, and 6), but those are
speakers with distinct characteris-
tics, e.g. F0 range.

Class (yl) 3 5 6
F0 (Hz) 169.1 ± 10.1 214.8 ± 8.4 192.2 ± 21.4

Noisy Multi-Speaker English Dataset: (yl / zl for acoustic condition attributes)
I 82 speaker 50% noisified; 2 speakers 100% noisified. Use speaker embedding table.
IOne dimension (13) clearly controls noise-level, while others have little effect.
ITwo groups of classes in dim 13, one for clean speech and the other for noisy speech.
IGMVAE has the best MOS, with SNR on par with clean original speech.
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Figure: SNR vs values of each zl dimension. Figure: Prior of dim 13 for each yl.

I Baseline: speaker embedding
I VAE: Akuzawa et al. (2018)
IGST: Wang et al. (2018)

Model MOS SNR
Original 4.48 ± 0.04 17.71
Baseline 2.87 ± 0.25 11.56
GST 3.32 ± 0.13 14.43
VAE 3.55 ± 0.17 12.91
GMVAE 4.25 ± 0.13 17.20

Single-Speaker Audiobook Dataset: (yl / zl for speaking styles)
I 147 hour, 1 speaker with huge prosody variation (2013 Blizzard Challenge)
IMore stable attribute sampling compared to GST (no prior and not stable for all weights).
IDisentangled control of pitch, speed, voice characteristics (roughness, masculinity).

Experiments (Unsupervised+Supervised Latent GMM)
LibriTTS: (yo / zo for speaker attributes, yl / zl for noise, channel, speaking style, etc.)
ICrowd-sourced, 24kHz, 1172 speakers, wide variation in recording condition and style.

Table: SNR comparison

Set Original Baseline
Proposed

latent latent-dn
SC 18.61 14.33 16.28 17.94
SN 11.80 9.69 6.78 18.94
UC 20.39 N/A 16.40 18.83
UN 10.92 N/A 4.81 16.89

Table: UC Speaker Similarity MOS

d-vector d-vector (18k spk) GMVAE
2.23 ± 0.08 3.03 ± 0.09 2.79 ± 0.08

I d-vector: Jia et al. (2018)

Table: Naturalness MOS
Set Model MOS

SC
Baseline 4.17 ± 0.07
Proposed 4.18 ± 0.06

SN
Baseline (dn) 3.84 ± 0.10
Proposed 4.09 ± 0.08

UC
d-vector 4.10 ± 0.06
Proposed 4.26 ± 0.05

UN
d-vector 3.76 ± 0.12
Proposed 4.20 ± 0.08

Speaker Sets:
SC: seen clean SN: seen noisy
UC: unseen clean UN: unseen noisy

I zl controls mic response, noise,
speaking rate, pause length, BUT
NOT SPEAKER
ITwo dimensions relevant to back-

ground noise, setting which to
specific values would “denoise”
speech without altering speakers.
ICapable of synthesizing voices of

unseen speakers using q(zo | X).

Implementation is based on Lingvo: https://github.com/tensorflow/lingvo

http://people.csail.mit.edu/wnhsu wnhsu@mit.edu

https://google.github.io/tacotron/publications/gmvae_controllable_tts
http://people.csail.mit.edu/wnhsu
https://github.com/tensorflow/lingvo

